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Ž .Let X, G be a primitive commutative association scheme. If g g G is nonsym-
Ž .metric of valency 4, then the graph X, g is uniquely determined up to isomor-
phism. In particular, the cardinality of X is the cube of an odd prime. Q 1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . w x < <Let X, G be an association scheme in the sense of 10 where X is
Ž .finite. Then, for each g g G X, g , is a regular graph. It seems to be an
interesting problem to find all regular graphs which might be an element
of G under certain hypotheses about intersection numbers, for instance,
Ž .when X, G is a P-polynomial association scheme or a primitive symmet-
Ž w x w x.ric association scheme see 4 or 6 , or when we impose conditions on
valencies or cardinality of X.
In this paper we use the same notation about association schemes as
w x10 .
Let X be a finite set and let G be a partition of X = X which does not
contain the empty set. We define
<1 [ x , x x g X . 4Ž .X
Let r : X = X be given. We set
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and, for each x g X, we define
xr [ y g X : x , y g r . 4Ž .
Ž .For each pair x, y g X = X we shall denote the relation containing
Ž . Ž .x, y by r x, y .
w x Ž .DEFINITION 1.1 10 . The pair X, G is called an association scheme if
it satisfies the following conditions:
Ž .i 1 g G.X
Ž .ii For each g g G we have g* g G.
Ž . < <iii For all d, e, f g G and x, y g X, xd l ye* is constant when-
Ž .ever x, y g f.
< < f  f < 4We denote xd l ye* by l , and l d, e, f g G are called the inter-de de
section numbers of G. For each g g G we abbreviate k [ l1 X , which isg g g*
called the ¤alency of g.
Ž . f fWe say that X, G is commutati¤e if l s l for all d, e, f g G.de ed
Ž .We say that X, G is symmetric if g s g* for each g g G.
Ž . Ž .Let Y, H be an association scheme. We say that X, G is isomorphic
Ž .to Y, H if there are two bijections f : X “ Y and r : G “ H such that
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .x, y g g if and only if f x , f y g r g for all x, y g X and for each
g g G.
For each g g G we define the adjacency matrix A as follows:g
1 if x , y g gŽ .A [Ž .g x y ½ 0 otherwise.
Note that, for all d, e g G, we have
A A s l f AÝd e de f
fgG
Ž w x.see 4, p. 53 . It follows that the vector space over C spanned by
 4 Ž . w xA N g g G is a subalgebra of Mat X, C . According to 4 we call it theg
Ž . Ž .Bose]Mesner algebra of X, G , denoted by B X, G .
w x Ž .According to 1 we define the inner product , of A and B on
Ž .Mat X, C to be
t < <A , B [ trace AB r X ,Ž . Ž .
twhere B is the complex conjugate and transpose of B.
 < 4 Ž .Remark 1.2. A g g G is an orthogonal basis of B X, G with re-g
Ž .spect to , . Furthermore, for all d, e, f g G we have
A ? A , A s A , A ? A s A ? A , AŽ . Ž . Ž .d e f d f e* f * d e*
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Ž .and A , A s k by the associativity of matrix multiplication and thed d d
commutativity of the trace map.
w xAccording to 10 , for all d, e g G we define the product of two
elements of G to be
< fde [ f g G l / 0 . 4de
Ž . = Ž .We say that X, G is primiti¤e if, for each g g G , the graph X, g is
=  4connected where G [ G y 1 .X
In this paper we deal with primitive commutative association schemes
with a nonsymmetric relation and aim to give restrictions on the structure
Ž .of X, G . The motivation comes from researches of association schemes
with a prime number of points. The above assumptions seem to be needed
when one attempts to establish a bijection between X and a finite field if
min =k is small enough.l g G l
It is known that all translation association schemes with a prime number
Ž w x.of points are cyclotomic schemes see 6, p. 66 . On the other hand, there
exists an association scheme with 19 points which is not a translation
Ž w x.association scheme see 7 . However, an example of association schemes
with a prime number of points whose Bose]Mesner algebra is not isomor-
phic to that of any cyclotomic scheme, has not yet been found. Thus, one
of the motivations of this paper arises from the point to find such an
Ž .example, even though our main theorem see Theorem 1.4 asserts that
any association scheme with a prime number of points has no nonsymmet-
ric relation of valency 4.
An integral table algebra is a commutative Z-algebra with distinguished
Ž wbasis satisfying certain conditions about the structure constants see 1, 2,
x.5 , for instance, the Bose]Mesner algebra of an association scheme with
adjacency matrices as a distinguished basis. Homogeneous integral table
w x w xalgebras of degree 2 or 3 with some properties are classified in 1 and 5 ,
particularly intersection numbers of a commutative association scheme all
of whose nondiagonal relations have the same valency equal to 2 or 3 are
classified.
Ž .Assume that X, G is primitive and commutative. Then we already
know the following results:
Ž . = < <1 If there exists an element in G of valency 1, then X is a
prime.
Ž . < <2 If there exists an element in G of valency 2, then X is an odd
prime.
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Ž .3 If there exists an element in G of valency 3, then we have one of
the following:
Ž . < <a X is a prime which is congruent to 1 modulo 3;
Ž . < <b X is an odd prime to the square;
Ž . < <c X is equal to 4, 10, 28, or 102.
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is trivial to prove 1 and 2 but we need many pages to prove 3 . The
Ž w x.proof depends on the result given by N. Yamazaki see 9 in the case that
Ž w x.all elements of G are symmetric, and by the author see 8 in the case
that there exists a nonsymmetric relation of valency 3.
We give the following example of a primitive commutative association
scheme with a nonsymmetric relation.
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let F denote a finite field with p elements, where p is
an odd prime. We define the permutation group G on F n with n G 2
generated by the following permutations:
v
nLet S be the set of permutations of coordinates of F , i.e., for alln
Ž . nx , x , . . . , x g F and s g S ,1 2 n n
s
y1 y1 y1x , x , . . . , x [ x , x , . . . , x .Ž . Ž .1 2 n s Ž1. s Ž2. s Žn.
v
nŽ .Let t g GL F be such that
t
x , x , . . . , x [ yx , x y x , . . . , x y x .Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2 1 n 1
v
nFor all u, ¤ g F we set
u¤ s u q ¤ .
² n: nThen the permutation group G [ S , t , F acts transitively on F andn
n n Ž . g Ž g g . Ž . n nacts naturally on F = F by u, ¤ [ u , ¤ where u, ¤ g F = F
and g g G. Remark that G is a semidirect product of F n by the symmetric
group S the action of which on F n is given by its natural n-dimensionalnq1
representation. Let G be the set of orbits of G on F n = F n. Then we see
Ž n . Ž w x.F , G is an association scheme see 4, p. 52 , and it is easily verified that
Ž n .F , G is a primitive commutative association scheme with a nonsymmet-
ric relation of valency n q 1 if p is prime to n q 1.
The following is our main theorem, which in particular gives a restric-
tion on the cardinality of X.
Ž .THEOREM 1.4. Let X, G be a primiti¤e commutati¤e association scheme.
Ž .If g g G is nonsymmetric of ¤alency 4. Then the graph X, g is isomorphic
ŽŽ . Ž ..Gto the orbit 0, 0, 0 , 1, 0, 0 , where G is as in Example 1.3 with n s 3.
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For each g g G we shall write just g instead of A for convenience andg
denote the ordinary product of matrices A, B by A ? B in order to dis-
tinguish the product of two relations.
Now we shall show some elementary lemmas which are used frequently
in this paper.
LEMMA 1.5. For all d, e, f g G we ha¤e the following:
Ž . fi k k s Ý l k ;d e f g G de f
Ž . f d eii l k s l k s l k .de f f e* d d*f e
w xProof. See 4, p. 56 .
LEMMA 1.6. For all d, e, f g G we ha¤e the following:
Ž . Ž . < fi lcm k , k l k ;d e de f
Ž . Ž . < <ii gcd k , k G de .d e
w x w xProof. See 1 or 5 .
We shall determine some intersection numbers with respect to a non-
symmetric relation of valency 4 in Section 2, describe the structure of a
sequence which is called a chain in Section 3, and give a proof of our main
theorem in Section 4.
2. ANALYSIS OF INTERSECTION NUMBERS
Ž .We assume that X, G is a primitive commutative association scheme
with a nonsymmetric relation of valency 4 throughout Sections 2, 3, and 4.
We shall give a proof of the result min =k s 4 in Section 5. The reasonl g G l
we give the proof later is that the argument is very different from the main
contents of this paper. Hence we assume
min k s 4 1Ž .g
=ggG
throughout Sections 2, 3, and 4.
The following proposition is what we need in order to characterize the
point set X.
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each g g G with k s 4 and g* / g there existg
a, b, f , h, m g G such that
Ž .i g ? g s 2 a q b, k s 6, k s 4;a b
Ž .ii g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q h, k s 12;X h
Ž .iii a* ? a s 6 ? 1 q 2h q f , k s 6;X f
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Ž .iv a s a*, g ? a s 3g* q m, k s 12;m
Ž .  4v ga l gb s m .
We spend all of this section to prove the above proposition.
LEMMA 2.2. For each g g G with g* / g we ha¤e max ll G 2.l g G g g
Proof. Assume the contrary, namely, max ll s 1. This impliesl g G g g
g ? g s lh h s h.Ý Ýg g
hgG hggg
Ž .It follows from Remark 1.2 and Lemma 1.5 i that
g ? g , g ? g s k s k 2 .Ž . Ý h g
hggg
On the other hand, we obtain from commutativity and Remark 1.2 that
g ? g , g ? g s g ? g*, g ? g* .Ž . Ž .
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Since gg* / 1 by 1 and Lemma 1.5 i , we have g ? g*, g ? g* ) k ,X g
2Ž . Ž .contradicting g ? g*, g ? g* s g ? g, g ? g s k .g
LEMMA 2.3. Let g g G with k s 4 and x g X be gi¤en. If gg* yg
 4  4 Ž Ž ..1 s h then the graph xg, h l xg = xg is the complete graph with fourX
points. In particular, we ha¤e lh G 2.hh
Proof. It suffices to show that, for all y, z g xg with y / z, we have
Ž . r Ž y, z . r Ž y, z .r y, z s h. Since x g yg* l zg*, we have l s l ) 0 by commu-g*g g g*
 4  4 Ž .tativity. The assumption of gg* y 1 s h forces r y, z s h. SinceX
h 4 < <yh l zh* > xg y y, z , we have l s yh l zh* G 2.hh
LEMMA 2.4. If g g G and k s 4 then we ha¤e max =l l F 2.g l g G g g*
Ž . Ž .Proof. We conclude from Lemma 1.5 i and 1 that
16 s k k s 4 q ll k G 4 q 4 ll . 2Ž .Ý Ýg g* g g* l g g*
= =lgG lgG
Hence we have max =l l F 3.l g G g g*
l Ž .=Assume the contrary, namely, max l s 3. It follows from 1 andl g G g g*
Ž .2 that there exists h g G such that
g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q 3h , k s 4.X h
ŽWe conclude from Lemma 2.3 that, for each x g X, the graph xg, h l
Ž ..xg = xg is the complete graph with four points. Fix any y g xg. Since
 4k s 4, there exists a unique element z g yh y xg. Write Y [ z j xg.h
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Ž Ž ..We shall prove that Y, h l Y = Y is the complete graph with five
points. It suffices to show lh G 3 by the definition of Y. By Lemma 2.3,hh
we have
h < < 4  4yh s z j xg y y , l s yh l zh G 2.Ž . hh
<Ž  4. < Ž  4.It follows that xg y y l zh G 2, and hence there exists w g xg y y
 4 Ž  4. h <lzh. Then we have z j xg y y, w ; yh l wh, whence l s yh lhh
< < <wh* s yh l wh G 3.
It follows from primitivity that X s Y, contradicting the existence of a
nonsymmetric relation. This completes the proof.
For the remainder of this section we let g g G be such that k s 4 andg
g / g*.
Ž . Ž .Applying Lemmas 1.5 i and 1.6 i we obtain
ll k g 4Z l 0, 16 for each l g gg . 3Ž Ž .g g l
It follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 that only the following cases might
Ž Ž . .happen for each case we shall denote the value of g ? g, g ? g by m :
l a Ž .1. If max l s 2, then we pick a g G with l s 2. By 1 andl g G g g g g
Ž .3 , we have
a  4l k s 2k g 8, 12, 16 .g g a a
Ž . Ž .Hence we have k s 8, 6, or 4. Applying 1 and 3 we also have thea
following:
Ž .1a g ? g s 2 a, k s 8, m s 32;a
Ž .1b g ? g s 2 a q b, k s 6, k s 4, m s 28;a b
Ž .1c g ? g s 2 a q b, k s 4, k s 8, m s 24;a b
Ž .1d g ? g s 2 a q 2b, k s k s 4, m s 32;a b
Ž .1e g ? g s 2 a q b q c, k s k s k s 4, m s 24.a b c
l a Ž .2. If max l s 3 then we pick a g G with l s 3. Applying 1l g G g g g g
Ž .and 3 we have
Ž .2a g ? g s 3a q b, k s k s 4, m s 40.a b
3. If max ll s 4 then we pick a g G with la s 4. Applyingl g G g g g g
Ž . Ž .Lemma 1.5 i and 1 we have
Ž .3a g ? g s 4a, k s 4, m s 64.a
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 1.6 i and 2 , we have
l  4l k g 4Z l 0, 12 for each l g gg* y 1 . 4Ž Ž .g g* l X
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ŽBy Lemma 2.4, we divide our considerations into the following cases for
Ž . .each case we shall denote the value of g ? g*, g ? g* by n :
4. If max =lh s 1 then we pick h g G with lh s 1. Applyinghg G g g* g g*
Ž . Ž .1 and 4 we have
Ž .4a g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q h, k s 12, n s 28;X h
Ž .4b g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q h q m, k s 4, k s 8, n s 28;X h m
Ž .4c g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q h q m q l, k s k s k s 4, n s 28.X h m l
h h Ž .=5. If max l s 2 then we pick h g G with l s 2. By 1hg G g g* g g*
Ž .and 4 , we have
h  4l k s 2k g 8, 12 .g g* h h
Ž . Ž .Hence we have either k s 6 or k s 4. Applying 1 and 4 we have theh h
following:
Ž .5a g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q 2h, k s 6, n s 40;X h
Ž .5b g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q 2h q m, k s k s 4, n s 36.X h m
By commutativity, we have m s n . Note that the pairs of the above cases
ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž ..satisfying m s n are exactly 1b , 4a , 1b , 4b , 1b , 4c , and
ŽŽ . Ž ..2a , 5a .
ŽŽ . Ž ..LEMMA 2.5. 2a , 5a does not occur.
ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž .Proof. Suppose that 2a , 5a holds. Then, by Lemma 1.6 ii , we have
< < Ž . g hgh F 2, and, by Lemma 1.5 ii , l s l k rk s 3. Hence there exists ag h g g* h h
unique element s g G= such that
g ? h s 3g q ls s, s / g . 5Ž .g h
Ž . Ž .By 5a and 5 , we obtain
g ? g ? g* s g ? 4 ? 1 q 2h s 10 g q 2ls s. 6Ž . Ž . Ž .X g h
Ž .On the other hand, we obtain from 2a that
g ? g ? g* s 3a q b ? g* s 3a ? g* q b ? g*. 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Comparing 6 with 7 we obtain
 4ag* j bg* ; g , s .
g a g b Ž .Since l s l k rk s 3 and l s l k rk s 1 by Lemma 1.5 ii ,a g* g g a g b g* g g b g
we have
a ? g* s 3g q ls s, b ? g* s g q ls s. 8Ž .a g* b g*
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Ž . Ž . s UApplying Lemma 1.5 i for 8 we have l k s 4, whence k s 4 anda g s s
s Ž . s s Ž .Ul s 1 by 1 ; moreover we obtain l s 3 and l s 3 by 5 .a g a g* g h
Ž .Expanding h ? g ? g* we obtain
h ? g ? g* s h ? 4 ? 1 q 2h s 4h q 2h ? h. 9Ž . Ž . Ž .X
Ž . Ž .By 5a and 5 , we obtain
h ? g ? g* s 3g q 3s ? g* s 12 ? 1 q 6h q 3s ? g*. 10Ž . Ž . Ž .X
Ž . Ž .Equating 9 and 10 and reducing modulo 2 we have
ll g 2Z for all l g G. 11Ž .a g*
Ž . Ž .We claim h f sg*. Otherwise, by Lemmas 1.5 i and 1.6 i we have
h hl k s 6l g 4Z l 0, 16 .Žs g* h s g*
h Ž .Hence we have l s 2. By 1 and s / g, we haves g*
s ? g* s 2h q t for some t g G= with k s 4.t
Ž . tThis contradicts 11 since l s 1. Hence we ha¤e h f sg*. Comparings g*
Ž . Ž . hthe coefficients of h in 9 and 10 we obtain l s 1. This contradictshh
Lemma 2.3.
ŽŽ . Ž ..By Lemma 2.5, we can eliminate 2a , 5a and the remaining cases are
ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž ..1b , 4a , 1b , 4b , and 1b , 4c . The same result for integral stan-
w xdard table algebras was proved in 3 .
Ž .LEMMA 2.6. If 1b holds then we ha¤e gg* y 1 ; ba*.X
Ž .Proof. Let h g gg* y 1 and x, y g h. There exist z g xg l yg byX
h g b  4l ) 0 and w g xb l zg by l s l k rk s 1. Since gg s a, b andg g* b g* g g b g
g hŽ .l s 1, we have y, w g a. Hence we conclude l ) 0 and h g ba*.b g* b a*
Ž .The following lemma proves Proposition 2.1 i, ii .
LEMMA 2.7. There exist a, b, h g G such that
Ž .i g ? g s 2 a q b, k s 6, k s 4.a b
Ž .ii g ? g* s 4 ? 1 q h, h* s h, k s 12.X h
ŽŽ . Ž ..Proof. By Lemma 2.5, it suffices to show that neither 1b , 4b nor
ŽŽ . Ž ..1b , 4c occurs.
Ž . Ž . < <Suppose that 1b holds. By Lemma 1.6 ii , we have ba* F 2. Hence
Ž .4c contradicts Lemma 2.6.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .If 4b holds then, by Lemmas 1.5 i and 1.6 i , we have
m ml k s 8l g 12Z l 0, 24 .Žb a* m b a*
It follows that lm s 3, implying b ? a* s 3m. This contradicts Lemmab a*
2.6. This completes the proof.
For the remainder of this section, we assume that a, b, g, h g G are the
relations given in Lemma 2.7.
Ž .Here we prepare equations which will be used. By Lemmas 1.5 ii and
2.7, we have
l g s 3 and lg s 1. 12Ž .g*a g*b
Ž .The following lemma proves Proposition 2.1 iii .
LEMMA 2.8. There exists f g G such that
a* ? a s 6 ? 1 q 2h q f , k s 6.X f
In particular, we ha¤e
g ? g*, a* ? a s 48. 13Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. Let x, y g h and z g xg* l yg*. Then there exist unique
elements w g zg* l xb* and w g zg* l yb* by l g s 1.1 2 g*b
We claim w / w . Otherwise, x, y g w b l zg s w b l zg, contradict-1 2 1 2
< < ging w b l zg s l s 1.1 b g*
 4  4 gLet w , w [ zg* y w , w . Then, by l s 1, we have3 4 1 2 g*b
r w , x s r w , x s r w , y s r w , y s a.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 4 3 4
 4 h Ž .Since w , w ; xa* l ya*, we have l G 2. By Lemma 1.5 i , we have3 4 a*a
lh k s 12lh F 30, whence lh s 2. Thus, we havea*a h a*a a*a
ll k s 6.Ý aa* l
 4lgGy 1 , hX
Ž .The result follows from 1 .
LEMMA 2.9. Let c g G with k s 4. Then we ha¤ec
16 if h f cc*
g ? g*, c ? c* sŽ . ½ 28 if h g cc*.
h h Ž .Proof. Note l s 0 if h f cc*, and l s 1 by Lemma 1.5 i ifcc* cc*
h g cc*. It follows that
g ? g*, c ? c* s 4 ? 1 q h , 4 ? 1 q ll l s 16 q k lh .Ž . ÝX X cc* h cc*ž /
=lgG
Hence the result follows.
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LEMMA 2.10. There exists s g G such that
g* ? a s 3g q s, k s 12.s
< < Ž . Ž .Proof. Since g*a F 2 by Lemma 1.6 ii , it follows from 12 that
g* ? a s 3g q ls s for some s g G.g*a
s Ž . Ž .Note l k s 12 by Lemma 1.5 i . Hence we have k s 4, 6, or 12 by 1 .g*a s s
If k s 4 then we have g* ? a s 3g q 3s, implyings
g* ? a, g* ? a s 9k q 9k s 72. 14Ž . Ž .g s
If k s 6 then we have g* ? a s 3g q 2 s, implyings
g* ? a, g* ? a s 9k q 4k s 60. 15Ž . Ž .g s
Ž .On the other hand, by 13 and Remark 1.2 we have
g* ? a, g* ? a s g* ? g , a* ? a s 48.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .This contradicts 14 and 15 . Hence we have k s 12. This completes thes
proof.
The following lemma together with Lemma 2.4 shows the nonexistence
< < l=of e g G such that e*e s 2 and max l / 1.l g G e*e
LEMMA 2.11. Let e g G with k s 4. If d g ee* then k / 6.e d
Proof. Assume the contrary, namely, d g ee* and k s 6. Then wed
Ž . Ž . Ž .have e s e* by Lemma 2.7 ii , and by Lemmas 1.5 i and 1.6 i
e ? e s 4 ? 1 q 2 d. 16Ž .X
 4Fix any o g X. We set x [ oe. Then, for each i / j, we havei 1F iF 4
Ž . d Ž .x , x g d by Lemma 2.3. It follows from l s 2 that, for each set i, ji j ee
with 1 F i - j F 4, there exists a unique element y g x e l x e withi j i j
 < 4 < <o / y . y 1 F i - j F 4 are distinct, for otherwise oe l y e G 3 fori j i j i j
some i - j, contradicting ld s 2. Applying the above argument for x e see 1
 4o, y , y , y there exists a unique z g y e l y e with x / z. Note12 13 14 12 13 1
 4 d Ž .that z f x by l s 2, implying r o, z / e. Since x , x , x gi 1F iF 4 ee 1 2 3
r Ž . e doe l zd, we have l G 3, where r [ r o, z . Since l s l k rk s 3,ed ed ee d e
Ž . Ž .by 1 and Lemma 1.6 ii we have
e ? d s 3e q 3r , k s 4. 17Ž .r
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d r Ž .Since l s l k rk s 2 and r / e, we conclude from 1 and Lemmar e ed r d
Ž .1.5 i there exists c g G such that
r ? e s 2 d q c, k s 4. 18Ž .c
Ž . Ž . Ž .We obtain from 16 , 17 , and 18 that
e ? e ? d s e ? 3e q 3r s 3e ? e q 3e ? r s 12 ? 1 q 12 d q 3c. 19Ž . Ž . Ž .X
Ž .On the other hand, we obtain from 16 that
e ? e ? d s 4 ? 1 q 2 d ? d s 4d q 2 d ? d. 20Ž . Ž . Ž .X
Ž . Ž .Equating 19 and 20 and reducing modulo 2 we have c s 0. This is a
contradiction.
LEMMA 2.12. lh s 1.ab*
Proof. Assume the contrary, namely, lh / 1. Since h g ab* by Lemmaab*
Ž .2.6, we have a ? b* s 2h by Lemma 1.5 i . Note f f bb* by Lemma 2.11.
Ž . Ž .Equating a ? b*, a ? b* and a* ? a, b ? b* we obtain from Lemma 2.8
that
4k s 24 q 2k lh .h h bb*
h Ž .Thus, l s 1, and hence by Lemma 1.5 ibb*
b ? b* s 4 ? 1 q h. 21Ž .X
g b Ž . Ž . ŽNote l s l s 1 by Lemma 2.7 i . Equating a ? b*, g* ? g and g* ?g*b g g
. Ž .a, g* ? b we obtain from Lemmas 2.7 ii and 2.10 that
2k s 3k q ls k s 12 q 12ls ,h g g*b s g*b
where s g G is the relation given in Lemma 2.10. This implies ls s 1g*b
Ž .and hence by Lemma 1.5 i
g* ? b s g q s. 22Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Equating g* ? b, g* ? b and g ? g*, b ? b* , using Lemma 2.7 ii , 21 , and
Ž .22 , we get a contradiction.
Ž . < <By Lemma 1.6 ii , we have ga F 2.
< <  4 m nIf ga s 2 then we set ga s m, n with m / n. Note l k s l k sg a m g a n
Ž . Ž . Ž .12 by Lemma 1.6 i . Equating g ? a, g ? a and 13 we obtain
lm lm k q ln ln k s 12lm q 12ln s 48.g a g a m g a g a n g a g a
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< <  4 u Ž .If ga s 1 then we set ga s u . Note l k s 24 by Lemma 1.5 i .g a u
Ž . Ž .Equating g ? a, g ? a and 13 we obtain
lu lu k s 24lu s 48.g a g a u g a
We may assume ln G lm ) 0 without loss of generality. Thus, we haveg a g a
the following cases:
g ? a s 3n q m , k s 4, k s 12; 23Ž .n m
g ? a s 2n q 2m , k s 6, k s 6; 24Ž .n m
g ? a s 2u , k s 12. 25Ž .u
Ž .It follows from 12 that
g ? a, g ? b s g* ? a, g* ? b G 3g , g s 3k ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . g
Hence we have
ga l gb / B. 26Ž .
LEMMA 2.13. There exist m, n g G such that
g ? a s 3n q m , k s 4, k s 12.n m
Ž . Ž .Proof. It suffices to show that neither 24 nor 25 occurs.
Ž . Ž .Suppose that 24 holds. By 26 we have
m g gb or n g gb.
We may assume m g gb without loss of generality. Note b / g* by
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.7 ii . By Lemmas 1.5 i and 1.6 i , we have
m ml k s 6l g 4Z l 0, 16 .Žg b m g b
Ž . Ž .Applying 1 and Lemma 1.5 i we obtain that
g ? b s 2m q l , k s 4 for some l g G.l
Ž . Ž . Ž .Equating a ? b*, g ? g* and g ? a, g ? b we obtain from Lemma 2.7 ii that
lh k s 2m q 2n , 2m q l s 4k s 24.Ž .ab* h m
This contradicts Lemma 2.12.
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Ž . u Ž . Ž .Suppose that 25 holds. Note l s 1 by Lemma 1.5 i and 26 .g b
Ž . Ž . Ž .Equating g ? a, g ? b and a ? b*, g ? g* we obtain from 25 and Lemma
Ž .2.7 ii that
2k s lh k .u ab* h
This contradicts Lemma 2.12. This completes the proof.
For the remainder of this section, we let m, n be the relations given in
Lemma 2.13.
 4LEMMA 2.14. Fix any o g X. We set x [ og. Then there exists ai 1F iF 4
 4unique y g x g l x g for all i, j with 1 F i - j F 4. Moreo¤er, yi j i j i j 1F i- jF 4
s oa.
Ž . hProof. Note x , x g h for all i / j by Lemma 2.3. Since l si j g*g
h Ž .l s 1, there exists a unique y g x g l x g for all i - j. Note o, y gg g* i j i j i j
Ž . Ž .  4a for all i - j by Lemma 2.7 i since r o, y g gg and x , x ; og l y g*.i j i j i j
If y s y then we havei j i9, j9
 4x , x , x , x ; og l y g*,i j i9 j9 i j
a  4  4  4and l s 2 forces i, j s i9, j9 . Since y ; oa are distinct andg g i j 1F i- jF 4
k s 6, equality holds.a
Ž .The following lemma proves Proposition 2.1 v .
 4LEMMA 2.15. ga l gb s m .
Ž .Proof. By 26 and Lemma 2.13, it suffices to show that neither ga l
 4  4gb s n nor ga l gb s m, n occurs.
 4  4  4Suppose ga l gb s n . Let o, x , and y be as ini 1F iF 4 i j 1F i- jF 4
Lemma 2.14. Let z g ob l x g, which is unique by l g s 1. For each i1 b g*
< 4 <with 2 F i F 4 there exists a unique w g zg l y g l x a and wi 1 i 1 i 2 F iF 4
 < 4s 3 by applying Lemma 2.14 for x g s z, y i s 2, 3, 4 . Hence we have1 1 i
Ž .o, w g n for each i with 2 F i F 4 sincei
 4r o , w g r o , x a l r o , z g s ga l bg s n .Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1
This implies w , w , w g on l zg, forcing lb G 3. It follows that2 3 4 n g*
n ? n*, g ? g* s n ? g*, n ? g* G 9k s 36,Ž . Ž . b
contradicting Lemma 2.9.
 4 Ž .Suppose ga l gb s m, n . It follows from Lemma 1.5 i that
g ? b s m q n.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Equating a ? b*, g ? g* and a ? g, b ? g we obtain from Lemma 2.7 ii that
lh k s m q 3n , m q n s k q 3k s 24.Ž .ab* h m n
This contradicts Lemma 2.12. This completes the proof.
 4  4LEMMA 2.16. Let o g X, x , and y be as in Lemmai 1F iF 4 i j 1F i- jF 4
2.14. Then there exists a unique element z g F y g for each k withk i- j; i, j/ k i j
 41 F k F 4. Moreo¤er, z s on.k 1F k F 4
Proof. It is enough to check the case k s 4 since we can prove the
assertion similarly for other k. Applying Lemma 2.14 for x g we obtain a1
unique element z g y g l y g. We would like to show z g y g, which4 12 13 4 23
proves the first part of this lemma.
We claim z g x a. Otherwise z g x b since y g x g l z g* and4 2 4 2 12 2 4
 4 Ž . Ž .gg s a, b by Lemma 2.7 i . This implies r o, z g m by Lemma 2.154
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4since r o, z g gr y , z l gr x , z s ga l gb. Since y , y ; oa l4 12 4 2 4 12 13
< < m mzg*, we have oa l z g* G 2, contradicting l s l s 1. Hence z g4 a g g a 4
x a, and similarly we obtain z g x a. By the above claim, we have2 4 3
 4x , x ; y g* l z a*.2 3 23 4
This implies z g y g since l g s 3 and ls s 1 by Lemma 2.10.4 23 g*a g*a
Note z g on for each k with 1 F k F 4 by Lemma 2.13 sincek
<y i - j, i , j / k ; oa l z g*. 27Ž . 4i j k
Ž . < < nIndeed, equality holds in 27 since oa l z g* s l s 3 by Lemma 2.13.k a g
 4 Ž .  4Since y are distinct, 27 implies that z are all distinct.i j 1F i- jF 4 k 1F k F 4
This completes the proof.
LEMMA 2.17. n s g* and a s a*.
 4  4  4Proof. Let o g X, og s x , y , and z be asi 1F iF 4 i j 1F i- jF 4 k 1F k F 4
in Lemma 2.16. Then there exists a unique element w g z g l z g by1 2
 < 4  <Lemma 2.14. Applying Lemma 2.16 for x g, y i s 1, 2, 3 and z k s4 i4 k
41, 2, 3 we have w g z g. Similarly, applying Lemma 2.16 for3
 4  < 4x g, y , y , y , and z k s 1, 2, 4 we have w g z g. Hence we have3 13 23 34 k 4
r Žo, w .  4l s 4 since z s on l wg*.n g k 1F k F 4
Ž . Ž .If o / w then g ? n s 4 r with k s 4 by Lemma 1.5 i and 1 . It followsr
that
g ? n , g ? n s 64.Ž .
Ž . Ž .This contradicts Lemma 2.9 since g* ? g, n ? n* s g ? n, g ? n . Thus, o s
Ž . Ž .w. This implies n s g* and a s a* since r o, z s n, r z , w s g, and1 1
Ž . Ž .r o, y s r y , w s a.34 34
Ž .Lemmas 2.17 and 2.15 prove Proposition 2.1 iv .
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Proof of Proposition 2.1. It is an immediate consequence of Lemmas
2.7, 2.8, 2.15, and 2.17.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF CHAINS
From now on, we let
a, b , f , h , m g G
be the relations for fixed g g G given in Proposition 2.1 throughout
Sections 3 and 4. For any other e g G with k s 4 and e / e*, we denotee
the relations corresponding to them by a , b , f , h , m g G respectively.e e e e e
DEFINITION 3.1. Let e g G be such that k s 4 and e / e*. A se-e
Ž . Ž .quence x , x , . . . , x of elements of X is an e-chain if x , x g e for0 1 j i iq1
Ž .each i with 0 F i F j y 1, and x , x g b for each i with 0 F i F j y 2.i iq2 e
In particular, we say just a chain if e s g. The length of an e-chain is
Ž .defined as the number of its edges, namely, the length of x , x , . . . , x0 1 j
is j.
Although we fix g g G for convenience, similar statements in this
section for e-chains also hold.
Ž . gRemark 3.2. If x , x , . . . , x is a chain then, by l s 1, there exists0 1 i b g*
a unique
x g x b l x g ,iq1 iy1 i
Ž .and x , x , . . . , x , x is also a chain. Hence we obtain a chain of length0 1 i iq1
< <j for each j ) 0, and whence there exists a closed chain since X is finite.
Ž .Let x , x , . . . , x s x be a closed chain of the shortest length. We0 1 n 0
Ž .denote r x , x by l for each i with 1 F i F n y 1. Then l s g, l s0 i i 1 2
b, l s g*, and l s b*.ny1 ny2
LEMMA 3.3. For each i with 2 F i F n y 1, we ha¤e k s 4 and thereli
exists m g G such thati
 4al l gl s m , k s 12. 28Ž .iy1 i i m i
Proof. We use induction on i. If i s 2 then we have already proved the
Ž .assertion in Proposition 2.1 i, v . Assume i ) 2. By inductive hypothesis
and the definition of l , we have m , l g gl .i iy1 i iy1
Ž .We claim m / l . Otherwise we have r x , x s m . Letiy1 i 0 i iy1
 4  4 Ž .y , y , y [ x g y x . Then we have r x , y s m for each j with1 2 3 iy1 i 0 j iy1
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1 F j F 3 since, by inductive hypothesis, we have
 4r x , y g r x , x a l gl s al l gl s m .Ž . Ž .0 j 0 iy2 iy1 iy2 iy1 iy1
This implies
<  4r x , z z g x g s l g s m , 4Ž .0 iy1 iy1 iy1
Ž .contradicting Lemma 1.5 i since k s k s 4 by inductive hypothesis.g l iy1
By inductive hypothesis, we have k s 12. We conclude from them iy1
Ž . Ž .above claim, 1 , and Lemma 1.5 i that
g ? l s m q l , k s 4. 29Ž .iy1 iy1 i l i
Ž .Since we have already shown k s 4, it remains to show 28 .l i
Ž U . Ž .Equating g ? g*, l ? l and g ? l , g ? l we obtain from Propo-iy1 iy1 iy1 iy1
Ž . Ž .sition 2.1 ii and 29 that
16 q lh U s 12 q 4 s 16.l liy1 iy1
U U  4This implies h f l l , and hence l l l aa* s 1 by Lemma 2.11iy1 iy1 iy1 iy1 X
Ž .and Proposition 2.1 iii , implying
a* ? a, l ? lU s 24. 30Ž . Ž .iy1 iy1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Equating a ? l , a ? l and 30 we obtain from Lemma 1.6 ii thatiy1 iy1
s s t t  4l l k q l l k s 24 if al s s, t 31Ž .al al s al al t iy1iy1 iy1 iy1 iy1
or
u u  4l l k s 24 if al s u . 32Ž .al al u iy1iy1 iy1
Ž . Ž .Note, by Lemmas 1.5 i and 1.6 i ,
ls k s lt k s 12 and lu k s 24.al s al t al uiy1 iy1 iy1
Ž . Ž . s tIt follows from 31 and 32 that we have either l s l s 1 oral aliy1 iy1
lu s 1. This impliesal iy1
k s k s 12 and k s 24.t s u
Since g g ag* l lU l , we haveiy1 i
a ? l , g ? l s a ? g*, lU ? l ) 0,Ž . Ž .iy1 i iy1 i
and hence
al l gl / B.iy1 i
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Ž . Ž .This eliminates 32 since u f gl , by k s 24 and Lemma 1.5 i . Wei u
Ž .conclude from Lemma 1.5 i that either
 4  4al l gl s s or tiy1 i
Ž .by Lemma 1.5 i . This completes the proof.
Ž .  4Equation 29 shows that the set l , l , . . . , l is uniquely determined,1 2 ny1
not depending on the choice of closed chains of the shortest length. The
following proposition characterizes some relations by length of a chain.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.4. For each i with 2 F i F n y 1, if z , z , . . . , z is a0 1 i
Ž .chain then r z , z s l .0 i i
Proof. We use induction on i. If i s 2 then the assertion is trivial.
 4  4Assume i ) 2. Let z g s z , y , y , y . Then we have y ; z aiy1 i 1 2 3 j 1F jF 3 iy2
by l g s 1. It follows from Lemma 3.3 and inductive hypothesis thatb g*
 4r z , y g al l gl s m for each j with 1 F j F 3.Ž .0 j iy2 iy1 iy1
Ž . Ž .Also we have r z , z g gl . We claim r z , z f al . Otherwise we0 i iy1 0 i iy2
have
<  4r z , w w g z g s gl s m . 4Ž .0 iy1 iy1 iy1
Ž .This contradicts Lemma 1.5 i since k s k s 4.g l iy1
Ž . Ž .  4Hence we have r z , z s l by 29 since al l gl s m by0 i i iy2 iy1 iy1
Lemma 3.3. This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3.5. Any chain of length n is a simple closed chain.
Ž .Proof. Let y , y , . . . , y be a chain of length n. By Proposition 3.4,0 1 n
we have
r y , y s b* and r y , y s g*.Ž . Ž .0 ny2 0 ny1
This implies y , y g y b l y g. l g s 1 forces y s y . Hence0 n ny2 ny1 b g* 0 n
Ž .y , . . . , y is a simple closed chain by the minimality of n.0 n
Ž .4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GRAPH X, g
Let n be the length of any closed chain of the shortest length; let
 4  4l and m be as in Lemma 3.3.i 1F iF ny1 i 2 F iF ny1
Ž . Ž X X X.DEFINITION 4.1. Let L s y , y , . . . , y and L9 s y , y , . . . , y be0 1 j 0 1 j
sequences of elements of X with 2 F j F n. We say that L is a semiline if
Ž .y , y g g for each i with 0 F i F j y 1, and L is a line if L is a chaini iq1
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and j s n. For each r g G we define a relation r on the set of semilines
XŽ . Ž .by defining L, L9 g r if and only if y , y g r for each i with 0 F i F j.i i
Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let L s y , y , . . . , y be a chain with 2 F j F n. Then we0 1 j
ha¤e the following:
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .i If L is a line then so is L [ y , y , . . . , y , y , and L, L g g.1 2 n 1
Ž . X  4ii For each y g y g y y there exists a unique semiline L9 starting0 0 1
X Ž .from y such that L, L9 g g, and L9 is a chain.0
ÄŽ . Ž .iii If L, L9 g g and L9 / L then there exists a unique chain L0 such
Ž . Ž .that L9, L0 g g and L, L0 g b.
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .iv If L, L9 g g and L, L0 g g, where L9 / L, L0 / L, and
Ž .L9 / L0, then there exists a unique chain L0 such that L9, L- g g and
Ž .L0, L- g g.
ÄŽ .Proof. By Proposition 3.4, we have r y , y s l s b*. Hence L is1 ny1 ny2
Ž .a line, which proves i .
We define inductively yX for each i with 1 F i F j to be a uniquei
element in yX g l y g, which is well defined since lh s 1 and yX / yiy1 i g g* iy1 i
X Ž X X.by y g y a l y b*. It remains to show that L9 [ y , . . . , y is aiy2 iy1 i 0 j
Ž X X .chain. It suffices to show that y , y g b for each i with 0 F i F j y 2.i iq2
Ž X X . Ž X X .  4Otherwise y , y g a for some i since r y , y g gg s a, b by con-i iq2 i iq2
Ž .struction and Proposition 2.1 i . Then we have
yX , y g y g l yX a,i iq1 i iq2
Ž X . Ž X .  4 mwhich forces r y , y s g* since r y , y s ga s g*, m and l s 1i iq2 i iq2 g a
Ž . Ž .by Proposition 2.1 iv . By Proposition 2.1 v , we have
X  4g* s r y , y g r y , y g l ga s gb l ga s m .Ž . Ž .i iq2 i iq2
Ž .This contradiction proves ii .
Ž . Ž X X X . XNow we prove iii . Let L9 s y , y , . . . , y . Then we have y / y , and0 1 n 0 1
Ž X .r y , y s a by Lemma 2.14. Hence there exists0 1
Y X X  X 4y g y g l y b ; y g y y .0 0 0 0 1
Ž . Ž Y Y Y .By ii , there exists a unique chain L0 s y , y , . . . , y such that0 1 j
Ž .L9, L0 g g. It remains to show
y , yY g b for each i with 1 F i F j. 33Ž . Ž .i i
Since
X Y X Yy , y , y , y , y , y g g ,Ž . Ž .Ž .iy1 iy1 iy1 i i i
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Ž . Ž Y .ii implies y , y g b by induction on i. Uniqueness of L0 is obtained byi i
g Ž .l s 1, which completes the proof of iii .b g*
Ž . Ž X X X . Ž Y Y Y .Finally we prove iv . Let L9 s y , y , . . . , y and L0 s y , y , . . . , y .0 1 n 0 1 n
There exists a unique element yZ g yX g l yY g for each i with 0 F i F j byi i i
 X Y4Lemma 2.14. Applying Lemma 2.16 for y , y , y ; y g, we obtainiq1 i i i
Ž Z Z . Z Ž Z Z Z .y , y g g for each i with 0 F i F j y 1. Hence L s y , y , . . . , yi iq1 0 1 j
Ž . Ž . Ž .is a semiline such that L9, L- g g and L0, L- g g. It follows from ii
that L- is a chain. This completes the proof.
Ž .Let L , L , . . . , L be lines. We say that L , L , . . . , L is a chain of0 1 j 0 1 j
Ž . Ž .lines if L , L g g for each i with 0 F i F j y 1, and L , L g bi iq1 i iq2
for each i with 0 F i F j y 2. In particular, we say that a chain of lines
Ž . Ž .L , L , . . . , L is a plane if j s n. By Lemma 4.2 ii, iii , there exists a0 1 j
Ž .plane L , L , . . . , L . It follows from Corollary 3.5 that L s L .0 1 n n 0
Ž . Ž X X .DEFINITION 4.3. Let P s L , L and P9 s L , . . . , L be planes.0 n 0 n
For each r g G we define a relation r on the set of planes by definingÆ
Ž . Ž X .P, P9 g r if and only if L , L g r for each i with 0 F i F n.Æ Æi i
Ž .LEMMA 4.4. Let P s L , . . . , L be a plane. Then we ha¤e the follow-0 n
ing:
Ã Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .i Both P [ L , L , . . . , L , L and P [ L , L , . . . , L are1 2 n 1 0 1 n
Ã ÄŽ . Ž .planes such that P, P g g and P, P g g.Æ Æ
X X X ÄŽ . Ž .  4ii For each L with L , L g g and L f L , L , there exists a0 0 0 0 1 0
X Ž .unique plane P9 starting from L such that P, P9 g g.Æ0
Ã ÄŽ . Ž .  4iii If P, P9 g g and P9 f P, P then there exists a unique plane P0Æ
ÆŽ . Ž .such that P9, P0 g g and P, P0 g b.Æ
Ã ÄŽ .Proof. Since L , L g b by l s b*, P is a plane. Since L is any1 1 ny2 i
ÄŽ .line for each i with 0 F i F n by Lemma 4.2 i and P is a plane, P is also
Ã ÄŽ . Ž .a plane. It is easy to check P, P g g and P, P g g.Æ Æ
Ž . XNow we prove ii . We define inductively L to be a unique line suchi
X X XŽ . Ž .that L , L g g and L , L g g for each i with 1 F i F n, which isiy1 i i i
Ž . Ž .well defined by Lemma 4.2 iv . Since L , L , . . . , L is a chain of lines,0 1 n
the sequence of jth coordinates of L is a line for each j with 0 F j F n. Iti
Ž . Xfollows from Lemma 4.2 ii that the sequence of jth coordinates of L is ai
Ž X X X . Ž .line. Hence P9 [ L , L , . . . , L is a plane such that P, P9 g g.Æ0 1 n
Ž . Ž X X X . Ž .Finally, we prove iii . Let P9 s L , L , . . . , L . By Lemma 4.2 iii ,0 1 n
Y X Y YŽ . Ž . Ž .there exists a line L such that L , L g g and L , L g b. By ii ,0 0 0 0 0
Ž Y Y Y . Ž .there exists a unique plane P0 s L , L , . . . , L such that P9, P0 g gÆ0 1 n
Ž X Y . Ž X Y .and L , L , L is a chain of lines. It remains to show that L , L , L is a0 0 0 i i i
chain of lines for each i with 1 F i F n. We use induction on i. Since the
sequence consisting of jth coordinates of L , LX , and LY is a chainiy1 iy1 iy1
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Ž . Ž X Y .of length 2, Lemma 4.2 ii implies that L , L , L is a chain of lines.i i i
Ž .Uniqueness of P0 is obtained by Lemma 4.2 iii . This completes the proof.
Ž .Let P , P , . . . , P be planes. We say that P , P , . . . , P is a chain of0 1 j 0 1 j
ÆŽ . Ž .planes if P , P g g, for each i with 0 F i F j y 1, and P , P g bÆi iq1 i iq2
for each i with 0 F i F j y 2. In particular, we say that a chain of planes
Ž . Ž .P , P , . . . , P is a cube if j s n. By Lemma 4.4 ii, iii , there exists a cube0 1 j
Ž .P , P , . . . , P . It follows from Corollary 3.5 that P s P .0 1 n n 0
Ž .For the remainder of this section, we let C [ P , P , . . . , P be0 1 n
Ž Ž i . Ž i. Ž i .. Ž i. Ž Ž .a cube, where P [ L , L , . . . , L and L [ y i, j, 0 ,i 0 1 n j
Ž . Ž ..y i, j, 1 , . . . , y i, j, n for all i, j with 0 F i, j F n where the coordinates
Ž .are read modulo n. We set o [ y 0, 0, 0 for convenience.
LEMMA 4.5. For all i, j, k with 0 F i, j, k F n y 1 and t with 2 F t F
n y 1, we ha¤e
r y i , j, k , y i q 1, j q t , k s r y i , j, k , y i q t , j q 1, k s m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . t
Ž .Proof. We give the proof for the case y i, j, k s o only, since we can
prove the assertion similarly for other cases by construction. Since, by
Proposition 3.4,
r o , y 1, t , 0 g gr y 1, 0, 0 , y 1, t , 0 s glŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . t
and
r o , y 1, t , 0 g ar y 1, 1, 0 , y 1, t , 0 s al ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ty1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..we have o, y 1, t, 0 s m by Lemma 3.3. We can prove r o, y t, 1, 0 st
m similarly.t
LEMMA 4.6. A plane P contains n2 elements of X. Moreo¤er,
y i , 0, 0 , y 0, i , 0 , y 0, 0, i 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
are distinct for each i with 1 F i F n y 1.
Proof. We may assume that P consists of the elements
 Ž .4 Ž .y i, j, 0 . It suffices to show a contradiction if o s y i, j, 0 for0 F i, jF ny1
Ž .some 1 F i, j F n y 1 by construction of a plane. Note o / y 1, 1, 0 by
Ž Ž ..construction. Since r o, y i, 1, 0 s m for each i with 2 F i F n y 1 byi
Ž .Lemma 4.5, we must have 2 F j F n y 1 and y i, 1, 0 g om li
Ž . U Ž .y i, j, 0 l . This implies o / y i, j, 0 since m / l by k / k . Thisjy1 i jyi l mjy i i
is a contradiction.
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Applying the first part of this lemma for the three plates
 Ž .4  Ž .4  Ž .4y i, j, 0 , y i, 0, j , y 0, i, j , the second0 F i, jF ny1 0 F i, jF ny1 0 F i, jF ny1
part follows.
LEMMA 4.7. b / b*.
Proof. Assume the contrary, namely, b s b*. Then we have
y 2, 0, 0 , y 0, 2, 0 g ob l y 2, 2, 0 b.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note o / y 2, 2, 0 and y 2, 0, 0 / y 0, 2, 0 by Lemma 4.6. This implies
r Ž Ž .. Ž .l G 2, where r [ r o, y 2, 2, 0 , whence we have 4 F k F 6 by 1 andbb* r
Ž . Ž .Lemma 1.5 i . This contradicts Lemma 2.11 since, by Proposition 2.1 iii ,
 4r g r o , y 1, 1, 0 r y 1, 1, 0 , y 2, 2, 0 s aa s 1 , f , h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . X
LEMMA 4.8.
y i , j, k , y i y 1, j y 1, k y 1 , . . . , y i y n , j y n , k y nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
is a line for all i, j, k with 0 F i, j, k F n.
Ž .Proof. We give the proof for the case y i, j, k s o only, since we can
prove the assertion similarly for other cases by construction. By the same
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..reason, it suffices to show o, y 1, 1, 1 g g* and o, y 2, 2, 2 g b*. By
Ž Ž ..construction and Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17, we have o, y 1, 1, 1 g g*. Note
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4b / b* by Lemma 4.7, and y 2, 0, 0 , y 0, 2, 0 , y 0, 0, 2 are distinct by
Lemma 4.6. Replacing g, a, b, m by b, l , b , m , respectively, to applyb b b
Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17 for
y 2, 0, 0 , y 0, 2, 0 , y 0, 0, 2 ; ob, 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..we obtain o, y 2, 2, 2 g b*. This completes the proof.
LEMMA 4.9.
y i , j, k l s y i q t , j, k , y i , j q t , k , y i , j, k q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
y i y t , j y t , k y t 4Ž .
for all i, j, k with 0 F i, j, k F n and t with 1 F t F n y 1.
Ž .Proof. We give the proof for the case y i, j, k s o only, since we can
prove the assertion similarly for other cases by construction. By Proposi-
tion 3.4 and Lemma 4.8, we have
y t , 0, 0 , y 0, t , 0 , y 0, 0, t , y yt , yt , yt ; ol . 34 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
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 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4We claim that y t, 0, 0 , y 0, t, 0 , y 0, 0, t , y yt, yt, yt are distinct.
Ž . Ž .Otherwise we may assume y t, 0, 0 s y yt, yt, yt without loss of gener-
ality since the first three are distinct by Lemma 4.6. Then there exist two
chains
o , y 1, 0, 0 , . . . , y t , 0, 0 , o , y y1, y1, y1 , . . . , y yt , yt , yt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .and we have y 1, 0, 0 / y y1, y1, y1 since y y1, 0, 0 g
Ž . Ž . Ž .y y1, y1, y1 a l y 1, 0, 0 b* and a / b* by Proposition 2.1 i . This im-
l t Ž . Ž .plies l G 2, contradicting 29 . Hence equality in 34 holds by k s 4.g l lty 1 t
LEMMA 4.10. l / lU for each i with 1 F i F n y 1.i i
U Ž .Proof. Otherwise l s l for some i. Note o / y i, i, 0 by Lemma 4.6.i i
It follows from Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 4.9 that
y i , 0, 0 , y 0, i , 0 , y i , i , i ; ol l y i , i , 0 l . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
This implies
max ll U G 3.l li i=lgG
This contradicts Lemma 2.4.
< Ž .4 < 3PROPOSITION 4.11. y i, j, k s n if n is an odd prime.0 F i, j, k F ny1
Ž .Proof. It suffices to show a contradiction if o s y i, j, k for some
Ž . Ž .i, j, k with i, j, k / 0, 0, 0 . We can obtain the closed l -chain startingi
Ž Ž ..from o, y i, 0, 0 and a cube with respect to l . Since n is a prime, thisi
 Ž .4cube consists of y i, j, k . Hence we may assume i s 1 with-0 F i, j, k F ny1
out loss of generality. By Lemma 4.5 and construction, we have
g if j s 0¡
~a if j s 1r o , y 1, j, 0 sŽ .Ž . ¢m if j s 2, . . . , n y 1j
and
1 if k s 0Xr y 1, j, k , y 1, j, 0 sŽ . Ž .Ž . U½ l if k s 1, . . . , n y 1.k
Ž .It follows from the assumption of o s y 1, j, k that j s 0, contradicting
3< Ž .4 <Lemma 4.6. Hence y i, j, k s n .0 F i, j, k F ny1
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Proof of the Main Theorem. By Lemma 4.10 and Proposition 3.4, n is
odd. If n s pq for some integers p, q where p is an odd prime then
 Ž .4y qi, qj, qk is a connected component with respect to l by0 F i, j, k F py1 q
Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 4.9, hence equals X by primitivity. Since l isq
a nonsymmetric relation of valency 4 by Lemmas 4.10 and 3.3, we can
define l -chains, and hence we see that X is a cube with respect to l . Thisq q
< < 3implies X s p by Proposition 4.11. Since p was an arbitrary prime
divisor of n, we see that n is a power of p. It follows from Lemma 4.6 that
n s p.
Ž Ž .4 .It is clear that y i, j, k , g is isomorphic to the graph0 F i, j, k F ny1
Ž . Ž . 3given in Example 1.3, by Lemma 4.8, mapping y i, j, k to i, j, k g F .
This completes the proof.
APPENDIX
Ž .We assume that X, G is a primitive commutative association scheme
with a nonsymmetric relation of valency 4. We would like to show that
there is no nondiagonal relation of valency less than 4.
If there exists a relation of valency less than 3, then we immediately
Ž w x. =obtain a contradiction see 1 . Hence we may assume min k G 3.l g G l
If there exists a nonsymmetric relation of valency 3 and no symmetric
relation of valency 3 then, for each g g G, there exist a, b g G such that
w xg g ab and k s k s 3 by 8 . In particular, if g is a nonsymmetrica b
relation of valency 4, then there exist a, b g G such that g g ab and
g Ž . gk s k s 3. This implies that l k g 3Z by Lemma 1.6 i . Hence l Ga b ab g ab
g Ž .3, and l k G 12 ) k k , contradicting Lemma 1.5 i .ab g a b
We define the symmetrization of a commutative association scheme
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .  < 4 Ž w x.X, G to be X, G , where G s g j g* g g G see 4, p. 57 .
If there exists a symmetric relation of valency 3 then the symmetrization
ÄŽ .X, G is isomorphic to the P-polynomial association scheme correspond-
Ž w x.ing to one of the following graphs see 9 :
Ž . < <1 complete graph, X s 1 q 3;
Ž . < <2 Peterson graph, X s 1 q 3 q 6;
Ž . < <3 Coxeter graph, X s 1 q 3 q 6 q 12 q 6;
Ž . < <4 Biggs]Smith graph, X s 1 q 3 q 6 q 12 q 24 q 24 q 24 q
24 q 8.
< <Here we express X as the sum of valencies.
ÄSince G contains a nonsymmetric relation of valency 4, G contains a
Ž . Ž . Ž .relation of valency 8. Hence the cases 1 , 2 , and 3 do not occur.
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ÄŽ .In the case of 4 , we denote the relations in G by g with 1 F i F 8,Äi
Ž .where x, y g g iff the distance between x and y in the graph is i, andÄi
we let g g G be such that g j g* s g and g / g*. It can be easilyÄ8
Ž w x.verified by the intersection array of Biggs]Smith graph see 6, p. 221
that l5 s 1, or equivalently88
g , g ? g s g , g q g* ? g q g* s 24. 35Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .5 8 8 5
ÄŽ . Ž .Since X, G is the symmetrization of X, G , there exists h g G such that
Ž .h j h* s g . Moreover, by 35 we have5
h g gg j gg* j g*g*. 36Ž .
2 Ž .Suppose first h s h* s g . Then k - k by Lemma 1.5 i , contradictingÄ5 h g
k s k s 24 and k s 4. Next suppose h / h*. By Lemma 2.2, thereh g gÄ5 l Ž .exists l g G such that l G 2. Then, by Lemma 1.5 i , k F 8, henceg g l
Ž . h 2 ll / h. Again by Lemma 1.5 i , we have l k F k y l k F 8, forcingg g h g g g l
h h Ž .l s 0. Similarly we have l s 0. Thus h g gg* by 36 . Then h* g gg*;g g g*g*
Ž .hence by Lemma 1.5 i we have 16 s k k G k q k s 24, a contradic-g g* h h*
tion.
Therefore there is no nondiagonal relation of valency less than 4.
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